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(V-N) collocations
Abstract
Recognition of Multi-word Expressions (MWEs) and their relative compositionality are crucial to Natural
Language Processing. Various statistical techniques have been proposed to recognize MWEs. In this paper, we
integrate all the existing statistical features and investigate a range of classifiers for their suitability for
recognizing the non-compositional Verb-Noun (V-N) collocations. In the task of ranking the V-N
collocations based on their relative compositionality, we show that the correlation between the ranks
computed by the classifier and human ranking is significantly better than the correlation between ranking of
individual features and human ranking. We also show that the properties ‘Distributed frequency of object’ (as
defined in [27] ) and ‘Nearest Mutual Information’ (as adapted from [18]) contribute greatly to the
recognition of the non-compositional MWEs of the V-N type and to the ranking of the V-N collocations
based on their relative compositionality.
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Relative ompositionality of multi-wordexpressions: a study of verb-noun (V-N)olloationsSriram Venkatapathy1 and Aravind K. Joshi21 Language Tehnologies Researh Center,International Institute of Information Tehnology - Hyderabad,Hyderabad, India.sriramresearh.iiit.a.in.2 Department of Computer and Information Siene andInstitute of Researh in Cognitive Siene,University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA.joshilin.is.upenn.eduAbstrat. Reognition of Multi-word Expressions (MWEs) and theirrelative ompositionality are ruial to Natural Language Proessing.Various statistial tehniques have been proposed to reognize MWEs.In this paper, we integrate all the existing statistial features and in-vestigate a range of lassiers for their suitability for reognizing thenon-ompositional Verb-Noun (V-N) olloations. In the task of rankingthe V-N olloations based on their relative ompositionality, we showthat the orrelation between the ranks omputed by the lassier and hu-man ranking is signiantly better than the orrelation between rankingof individual features and human ranking. We also show that the prop-erties `Distributed frequeny of objet' (as dened in [27℄) and `NearestMutual Information' (as adapted from [18℄) ontribute greatly to thereognition of the non-ompositional MWEs of the V-N type and to theranking of the V-N olloations based on their relative ompositionality.1 IntrodutionThe main goals of the work presented in this paper are (1) To investigate a rangeof lassiers for their suitability in reognizing the non-ompositional V-N ollo-ations, and (2) To examine the relative ompositionality of olloations of V-Ntype. Measuring the relative ompositionality of V-N olloations is extremelyhelpful in appliations suh as mahine translation where the olloations thatare highly non-ompositional an be handled in a speial way.Multi-word expressions (MWEs) are those whose struture and meaning an-not be derived from their omponent words, as they our independently. Ex-amples inlude onjuntions like `as well as' (meaning `inluding'), idioms like1 Part of the work was done at Institute for Researh in Cognitive Siene, Universityof Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA, when he was visiting IRCS as avisiting Sholar, February to Deember, 2004.
`kik the buket' (meaning `die'), phrasal verbs like `nd out' (meaning `searh')and ompounds like `village ommunity'. A typial natural language system as-sumes eah word to be a lexial unit, but this assumption does not hold in aseof MWEs [6℄ [12℄. They have idiosynrati interpretations whih ross wordboundaries and hene are a `pain in the nek' [23℄. They aount for a largeportion of the language used in day-to-day interations [25℄ and so, handlingthem beomes an important task.A large number of MWEs have a standard syntati struture but are non-ompositional semantially. An example of suh a subset is the lass of non-ompositional verb-noun olloations (V-N olloations). The lass of V-N ol-loations whih are non-ompositional is important beause they are used veryfrequently. These inlude verbal idioms [22℄, support-verb onstrutions [1℄ [2℄et. The expression `take plae' is a MWE whereas `take a gift' is not a MWE.It is well known that one annot really make a binary distintion betweenompositional and non-ompositional MWEs. They do not fall leanly into mu-tually exlusive lasses, but populate the ontinuum between the two extremes[4℄. So, we rate the MWEs (V-N olloations in this paper) on a sale from 1to 6 where 6 denotes a ompletely ompositional expression, while 1 denotes aompletely opaque expression. But, to address the problem of identiation, westill need to do an approximate binary distintion. We all the expressions witha rating of 4 to 6 ompositional and the expressions with rating of 1 to 3 asnon-ompositional. (See Setion 4 for further details).Various statistial measures have been suggested for identiation of MWEsand ranking expressions based on their ompositionality. Some of these are Fre-queny, Mutual Information [9℄, Log-Likelihood [10℄ and Pearson's 2 [8℄.Integrating all the statistial measures should provide better evidene for re-ognizing MWEs and ranking the expressions. We use various Mahine LearningTehniques (lassiers) to integrate these statistial features and lassify the V-N olloations as MWEs or Non-MWEs. We also use a lassier to rank the V-Nolloations aording to their ompositionality. We then ompare these rankswith the ranks provided by the human judge. A similar omparison betweenthe ranks aording to Latent-Semanti Analysis (LSA) based features and theranks of human judges has been done by MCarthy, Keller and Caroll [19℄ forverb-partile onstrutions. (See Setion 3 for more details). Some preliminarywork on reognition of V-N olloations was presented in [28℄.In the task of lassiation, we show that the tehnique of weighted featuresin distane-weighted nearest-neighbour algorithm performs slightly better thanother mahine learning tehniques. We also nd that the `distributed frequenyof objet (as dened by [27℄)' and `nearest mutual information (as adaptedfrom [18℄)' are important indiators of the non-ompositionality of MWEs. Inthe task of ranking, we show that the ranks assigned by the lassier orrelatedmuh better with the human judgement than the ranks assigned by individualstatistial measures.This paper is organised in the following setions (2) Basi Arhiteture,(3) Related work, (4) Data used for the experiments, (5) Agreement between
the Judges, (6) Features, (7) Experiments - Classiation, (8) Experiments -Ranking and (9) Conlusion.2 Basi ArhitetureReognition of MWEs an be regarded as a lassiation task where every V-Nolloation an be lassied either as a MWE or as a Non-MWE. Every V-Nolloation is represented as a vetor of features whih are omposed largely ofvarious statistial measures. The values of these features for the V-N olloationsare extrated from the British National Corpus. For example, the V-N olloation`raise an eyebrow' an be represented as[ Frequeny = 271, Mutual Information = 8.43, Log-Likelihood = 1456.29, et.℄.Now, to reognise the MWEs, the lassier has to do a binary lassiationof this vetor. So, ideally, the lassier should take the above information andlassify `raise an eyebrow' as an MWE. The lassier an also be used to rankthese vetors aording to their relative ompositionality.3 Related WorkChurh and Hanks (1989) proposed a measure of assoiation alled Mutual In-formation [9℄. Mutual Information (MI) is the logarithm of the ratio betweenthe probability of the two words ourring together and the produt of the prob-ability of eah word ourring individually. The higher the MI, the more likelyare the words to be assoiated with eah other. The usefulness of the statistialapproah suggested by Churh and Hanks [9℄ is evaluated for the extrationof V-N olloations from German text Corpora [7℄. Several other measures likeLog-Likelihood [10℄, Pearson's 2 [8℄, Z-Sore [8℄ , Cubi Assoiation Ratio(MI3), Log-Log [17℄, et., have been proposed. These measures try to quan-tify the assoiation of the two words but do not talk about quantifying thenon-ompositionality of MWEs. Dekang Lin proposes a way to automatiallyidentify the non-ompositionality of MWEs [18℄. He suggests that a possibleway to separate ompositional phrases from non-ompositional ones is to hekthe existene and mutual-information values of phrases obtained by replaingone of the words with a similar word. Aording to Lin, a phrase is proba-bly non-ompositional if suh substitutions are not found in the olloationsdatabase or their mutual information values are signiantly dierent from thatof the phrase. Another way of determining the non-ompositionality of V-N ol-loations is by using `distributed frequeny of objet'(DFO) in V-N olloations[27℄. The basi idea in there is that \if an objet appears only with one verb (orfew verbs) in a large orpus we expet that it has an idiomati nature" [27℄.Shone and Jurafsky [24℄ applied Latent-Semanti Analysis (LSA) to theanalysis of MWEs in the task of MWE disovery, by way of resoring MWEsextrated from the orpus. An interesting way of quantifying the relative om-positionality of a MWE is proposed by Baldwin, Bannard, Tanaka and Widdows[3℄. They use latent semanti analysis (LSA) to determine the similarity between
an MWE and its onstituent words, and laim that higher similarity indiatesgreat deomposability. In terms of ompositionality, an expression is likely to berelatively more ompositional if it is deomposable. They evaluate their modelon English NN ompounds and verb-partiles, and showed that the model or-related moderately well with the Wordnet based deomposibility theory [3℄.Evert and Krenn [11℄ ompare some of the existing statistial features forthe reognition of MWEs of adjetive-noun and preposition-noun-verb types.Galiano, Valdivia, Santiago and Lopez [14℄ use ve statistial measures to las-sify generi MWEs using the LVQ (Learning Vetor Quantization) algorithm. Inontrast, we do a more detailed and foussed study of V-N olloations and theability of various lassiers in reognizing MWEs. We also ompare the roles ofvarious features in this task.MCarthy, Keller and Caroll [19℄ judge ompositionality aording to thedegree of overlap in the set of most similar words to the verb-partile and headverb. They showed that the orrelation between their measures and the humanranking was better than the orrelation between the statistial features andthe human ranking. We have done similar experiments in this paper where weompare the orrelation value of the ranks provided by the lassier with theranks of the individual features for the V-N olloations. We show that the ranksgiven by the lassier whih integrates all the features provides a signiantlybetter orrelation than the individual features.4 Data used for the experimentsThe data used for the experiments is British National Corpus of 81 million words.The orpus is parsed using Bikel's parser [5℄ and the Verb-Objet Colloationsare extrated. There are 4,775,697 V-N of whih 1.2 million were unique. Allthe V-N olloations above the frequeny of 100 (n=4405) are taken to ondutthe experiments so that the evaluation of the system is feasible. These 4405V-N olloations were searhed in Wordnet, Amerian Heritage Ditionary andSAID ditionary (LDC,2003). Around 400 were found in at least one of the di-tionaries. Another 400 were extrated from the rest so that the evaluation sethas roughly equal number of ompositional and non-ompositional expressions.These 800 expressions were annotated with a rating from 1 to 6 by using guide-lines independently developed by the authors. 1 denotes the expressions whihare totally non-ompositional while 6 denotes the expressions whih are totallyompositional. The brief explanation of the various rating are (1) No word inthe expression has any relation to the atual meaning of the expression. Example: \leave a mark". (2) Can be replaed by a single verb. Example : \take alook". (3) Although meanings of both words are involved, at least one of thewords is not used in the usual sense. Example : \break news". (4) Relativelymore ompositional than (3). Example : \prove a point". (5) Relatively lessompositional than (6). Example : \feel safe". (6) Completely ompositional.Example : \drink oee". For the experiments on lassiation (Setion 7), weall the expressions with ratings of 4 to 6 as ompositional and the expressions
with rating of 1 to 3 as non-ompositional. For the experiments on ranking theexpressions based on their relative ompositionality, we use all the 6 ratings torepresent the relative ompositionality of these expressions.5 Agreement between the JudgesThe data was annotated by two uent speakers of English. For 765 olloationsout of 800, both the annotators gave a rating. For the rest, atleast one of the an-notators marked the olloations as \don't know". Table 1 illustrates the detailsof the annotations provided by the two judges.Ratings 6 5 4 3 2 1 Compositional Non-Compositional(4 to 6) (1 to 3)Annotator1 141 122 127 119 161 95 390 375Annotator2 303 88 79 101 118 76 470 195Table 1. Details of the annotations of the two annotatorsFrom the table we see that annotator1 distributed the rating more uniformlyamong all the olloations while annotator2 observed that a signiant propor-tion of the olloations were ompletely ompositional. To measure the agree-ment between the two annotators, we used the Kendall's TAU ().  is theorrelation between the rankings1 of olloations given by the two annotators.W ranges between 0 (little agreement) and 1 (full agreement). W is alulatedas below,  = Pi<j sgn(xi   xj)sgn(yi   yj)p(T0   T1)(T0   T2)where T0 = n(n   1)=2, T1 = P ti(ti   1)=2, T2 = Pui(ui   1)=2 and where,n is the number of olloations, ti is the number of tied x values of ith group oftied x values and ui is the number of tied y values of ith group of tied y values.We obtained a  sore of 0.61 whih is highly signiant. This shows that theannotators were in a good agreement with eah other in deiding the rating tobe given to the olloations. We also ompare the ranking of the two annotatorsusing Spearman's Rank-Correlation oeÆient (rs) (more details in setion 8).We obtained a rs sore of 0.71 indiating a good agreement between the an-notators. A ouple of examples where the annotators diered are (1) \performa task" was rated 3 by annotator1 while it was rated 6 by annotator2 and (2)\pay tribute" was rated 1 by annotator1 while it was rated 4 by annotator2.The 765 samples annotated by both the annotators were then divided into atraining set and a testing set in several possible ways to ross-validate the resultsof lassiation and ranking.1 omputed from the ratings
Feature Top-3 Feature Top-3take plae Mutual Information shrug shoulderFrequeny have eet [9℄ bridge gaphave time plead guiltyCubi Assoiation take plae Log-Log shake headMeasure shake head [17℄ ommit suiide(Oakes, 1998) play role fall asleepLog-Likelihood take plae Pearson's 2 shake head[10℄ shake head [8℄ ommit suiideplay role fall asleepT-Sore take plae Z-Sore shake head[9℄ have eet [26℄ ommit suiideshake head fall asleep-oeÆient bridge gap Distributed ome trueshrug shoulder freq. of objet beome diÆultpress button (DFO) make sure[27℄Nearest MI Colloations Whether objet (Binary feature)(NMI) with no an our[18℄ neigh. MI as a verbWhether objet (Binary feature)is a nomin.of some verbTable 2. List of features and their top-3 example olloations6 FeaturesEah olloation is represented by a vetor whose dimensions are the statistialfeatures obtained from the British National Corpus. This list of features are givenin Table 2.2 While onduting the experiments, all features are saled from 0 to1 to ensure that all features are represented uniformly.7 Experiments - ClassiationThe evaluation data (765 vetors) is divided randomly into training and testingvetors in 10 ways for ross-validation. The training data onsists of 90% of 786vetors and the testing data onsists of the remaining.We used various Mahine Learning tehinques to lassify the V-N olloa-tions into MWEs and non-MWEs. For every lassier, we alulated the averageauray of all the test sets of eah of the annotators. We then ompare the aver-age auraies of all the lassiers. We found that the lassier that we used, thetehnique of weighted features in distane-weighted nearest-algorithm, performssomewhat better than other mahine learning tehniques.2 The formulas of features are not given due to lak of spae.
The following are brief desriptions of the lassiers that we used in thispaper.7.1 Nearest-neighbour algorithmThis is an instane-based learning tehnique where the test vetor is lassiedbased on its nearest vetors in the training data. The simple distane betweentwo vetors xi and xj is dened as d(xi,xj), whered(xi; xj) =vuut nXr=1 (ar(xi)  ar(xj))2:Here, x is an instane of a vetor and ar(x) is the value of the rth feature.One an use K neighbours to judge the lass of the test vetor. The testvetor is assigned the lass of maximum number of neighbours. This an befurthur modied by alulating the inverse weighted distane between the testvetor and the neighbouring training vetors in eah of the lasses. The testvetor is then assigned the lass whih has the higher inverse-weighted distane.One an also use all the training vetors and the weighted-distane priniple tolassify the test vetor.The average lassiation auray of eah of the above methods on the testsets of eah of the annotators is shown in Table 3.Simple K-Nearest neighbour Weighted-distane Nearest neighbourType K=1 K=2 K=3 K=1 K=2 K=3 K=AllAnnot.1 62.35 61.31 62.48 62.35 62.35 62.61 66.66Annot.2 57.64 54.10 60.89 57.64 57.64 60.37 63.52Table 3. Average auraies of MWE reognition using simple nearest-neighbour al-gorithms and weighted distane nearest neighbour algorithms
7.2 SVM-based lassiersSVMs [15℄ have been very suessful in attaining high auray for variousmahine-learning tasks. Unlike the error-driven algorithms (Pereptron et.),SVM searhes for the two distint lasses and maximizes the margin betweentwo lasses. Data of higher dimension an also be lassied using the appropriateKernel. We used Linear and Polynomial Kernel (degree=2) to test the evaluationdata. We also used the radial-basis network in SVMs to ompare the resultsbeause of their proximity to the nearest-neigbour algorithms.The average lassiation auray of eah of the above methods on the testsets of eah of the annotators is shown in Table 4.
Linear Ker. Polynomial Ker. Radial Basis networksParameters  = 0:5  = 1:0  = 1:5  = 2:0Annot.1 65.89 65.75 67.06 66.66 66.93 67.06Annot.2 62.61 65.09 64.17 63.51 62.99 62.99Table 4. Average auraies of MWE reognition using SVMs (Linear, Polynomialand Radial Basis Funtion Kernel)7.3 Weighted features in distane-weighted nearest-neighbouralgorithmAmong all the features used, only a few might be very relevant to reognizingthe non-ompositionality of the MWE. As a result, the distane metri usedby the nearest-neighbour algorithm whih depends on all the features mightbe misleading. The distane between the neighbour will be dominated by largenumber of irrelevant features.A way of overoming this problem is to weight eah feature dierently whenalulating the distane between the two instanes. This also gives us an insightinto whih features are mainly responsible for reognizing the non-ompositional-ity of MWEs. The jth feature an be multiplied by the weight zj , where the valuesof z1:::zn are hosen to minimize the true lassiation error of the learningalgorithm [20℄. The distane using these weights is represented asd(xi; xj) =vuut nXr=1 (zr  (ar(xi)  ar(xj)))2, where zr is the weight of the rth feature.The values of z1:::zn an be determined by ross-validation of the trainingdata. We use leave-one-out ross-validation [21℄, in whih the set of m trainingvetors are repeatedly divided into a training set of m-1 and a test set of 1,in all possible ways. So, eah vetor in the training data is lassied using theremaining vetors. The lassiation auray is dened asCla = 100  ( mX1 lassify(i)=m)where lassify(i)=1, if the ith training example is lassied orretly usingthe distane-weighted nearest neighbour algorithm, otherwise lassify(i)=0.Now, we try to maximize the lassiation auray in the following way,{ In every iteration, vary the weights of the features one by one.{ Choose the feature and its weight whih brings the maximum inrease in thevalue of Cla. One an also hoose the feature and its weight suh that itbrings the minimum inrease in the value of Cla.{ Update the weight of this partiular feature and go for the next iteration.
{ If there is no inrease in lassiation auray, stop.When the weights are updated suh that there is maximum inrease in lassi-ation auray in every step, the average auraies are 66.92% and 64.30%on the test sets of the two annotators respetively. But when the weights areupdated suh there is a minimum inrease in lassiation auray at everystep, the average auraies are 66.13% and 64.04% on the test sets of thetwo annotators respetively, whih are slightly better than that obtained by theother Mahine Learning Tehniques.In the above two methods (Updating weights suh that there is maximum orminimum inrease in lassiation auray), we add the weights of the featuresof eah of the evaluation sets. Aording to the average weights, the top threefeatures (having high average weight) are shown in Tables 5 and 6.Annotator1 Weight Annotator2 WeightDFO 1.09 MI 1.17T-Sore 1.0 T-Sore 1.1Z-Sore 1.0 -oeÆient 1.0Table 5. The top three features aording to the average weight when there is maxi-mum inrease in Cla at every step
Annot.1 Weight Annot.2 WeightDFO 1.07 MI 2.06NMI 1.02 T-Sore 1.0Log-Like. 0.97 -oeÆient 1.0Table 6. The top three features aording to the average weight alulated when thereis minimum inrease in Cla at every stepIn both the above ases, we nd that the properties `Mutual-Information'and the ompositionality oriented feature `Distributed Frequeny of an Objet'performed signiantly better than the other features.8 Experiments - RankingAll the statistial measures show that the expressions ranked higher aordingto their dereasing values are more likely to be non-ompositional. We omparethese ranks with the average of the ranks given by the annotator (obtained fromhis rating). To ompare, we use Spearman Rank-Order Correlation CoeÆient(rs), dened as rs = (Ri   R)(Si   S)pP(Ri   R)2P(Si   S)2
where Ri is the rank of ith x value, Si is the rank of ith y value, R is themean of the Ri values and S is the mean of Si values.We use an SVM-based ranking system [16℄ for our training. Here, we use10% of the 765 vetors for training and the remaining for testing. The SVM-based ranking system builds a preferene matrix of the training vetors to learn.It then ranks the test vetors. The ranking system takes a lot of time to trainitself, and hene, we deided to use only a small proportion of the evaluation setfor training.We also ompare our ranks (the average of the ranks suggested by the las-sier) with the gold standard using the Spearman Rank-Order Correlation Co-eÆient. The results are shown in Table 7.MI -0.125 Z-Sore -0.059MI3 0.001 -oe -0.102Log-Log -0.086 DFO -0.113Log-Likelihood 0.005 NMI -0.1672 -0.056 Class. 0.388T-Sore 0.045Table 7. The orrelation values of the ranking of individual features and the rankingof lassier with the ranking of human judgementsIn Table 7, we observe that the orrelation between the ranks omputed bythe lassier and human ranking is better than the orrelation between rankingof individual statistial features and human ranking.We observe that among all the statistial features the ranks based on theproperties `Mutual Information', `Distributed Frequeny of an Objet' [27℄ and`Nearest mutual information' [18℄ orrelated better with the ranks providedby the annotator. This is in aordane with the observation we made whiledesribing the lassiation experiments, where we observed that the proper-ties `Distributed Frequeny of an Objet' and `Mutual Information' ontributedmuh to the lassiation of the expressions. When we ompare the orrelationvalues of MI, Log-likelihood and 2, we see that the Mutual-Information valuesorrelated better. This result is similar to the observation made by MCarthy,Keller and Caroll [19℄ for phrasal verbs.9 ConlusionIn this paper, we integrated the statistial features using various lassiers andinvestigated their suitability for reognising non-ompositional MWEs of the V-N type. We also used a lassier to rank the V-N olloations aording to theirrelative ompositionality. This type of MWEs onstitutes a very large perent-age of all MWEs and are ruial for NLP appliations, espeially for MahineTranslation. Our main results are as follows.
{ The tehnique of weighted features in distane-weighted nearest neighbouralgorithm performs better than other Mahine Learning Tehniques in thetask of reognition of MWEs of V-N type.{ We show that the orrelation between the ranks omputed by the lassi-er and human ranking is signiantly better than the orrelation betweenranking of individual features and human ranking.{ The properties `Distributed frequeny of objet' and `Nearest MI' ontributegreatly to the reognition of the non-ompositional MWEs of the V-N typeand to the ranking of the V-N olloations based on their relative omposi-tionality.Our future work will onsist of the following tasks{ Evaluate the eetiveness of the tehniques developed in this paper for ap-pliations like Mahine Translation.{ Improve our annotation guidelines and reate more annotated data.{ Extend our approah to other types of MWEs.A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